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FUTURE
LEADERS

Name: Coraline Ann Petree
Birth Date: August 19, 2021
Parents: Alysa & Antonio Petree
Grand: Leslie (Buffalo) Rennie
Clan: Buffalo

Name: Valeria Gloria Bear
Birth Date: August 19, 2021
Parents: Jeremiah & Angelina Bear
Grand: George & Cheryl Bear
Clan: Deer

Name: Cecil Leroy Scott
Birth Date: December 03, 2020
Parents: Devin Scott & Lillian Davis
Grand: Misty & Brian Scott
Clan: Buffalo

Name: Wrylee Jo Albright
Birth Date: March 15, 2021
Parents: Mitch & Ambur Albright
Grand: Ray & Tracy Albright
Clan: Crawfish

Name: Elijah Kai Redbird Rodgers
Birth Date: July 01, 2021
Parents: John & Savannah Rodgers
Grand: John Rodgers & Betty Anderson
Clan: Buffalo

Name: Hekili Anakalea Byrd
Birth Date: April 26, 2021
Parents: Joseph and Raquel Byrd
Grand: Suzy Moore & Joe Byrd
Clan: Buffalo

Name: Ezra Llyn Enlow
Birth Date: March 9, 2021
Parents: Coleton & Kayley Enlow
Grand: Leslie (Buffalo) Rennie

Name: Kaeston Anthony Ogans
Birth Date: July 18, 2021
Parents: Kylie Waters & Bryric Ogans
Grand: Ben Waters
Clan: Buffalo

Name: Caleb Wolf Murrow
Birth Date: July 06, 2021
Parents: Brannon & Savahnna Murrow 
Grand: Deanna Murrow
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 LLOYD BUFFALO

By Austin Headlee

51 Years
Of Service

Lloyd Buffalo, Business
Committee Member, celebrates
over 50 years of service working
with the Quapaw Nation and
surrounding tribes.

Mr. Buffalo serves on the
Downstream, Quapaw, and
Saracen Casino governing boards
and has held many other roles
during his service: Enrollment
and Cemetery Committees,
Tribal Administrator for the
Modoc Tribe, Liaison for the
Seneca-Cayuga, Ottawa, Miami,
and Wyandotte Tribes, and
more. 

Lloyd was elected to the Quapaw business Committee in 1970 and has worked with the local tribes for the past 51 years. Along with
the late Harry Gilmore, he is one of only two individuals who served as Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Secretary-Treasurer, and member
of the Business Committee. 

During his years of service, Mr. Buffalo played an instrumental role in constructing the first Indian Clinic in Miami, Okla. He was
present at the final Federal Court case, which legalized gaming in Oklahoma. He also met with Bill Clinton and Vice-President Al Gore
in the White House where he received a replica peace medal. In 2012, Mr. Buffalo received the Indian Elder of the Year honor, one of
50 for Oklahoma. Lloyd was also vital in the drafting of the original Modoc constitution, later approved by the Secretary of Interior
and adopted by the Modoc.

It is evident that Lloyd's service impacted the Indian people in northeast Oklahoma and the surrounding area. During an interview,
Mr. Buffalo opened up about his history relating to his service and personal life. 

What do you wish you knew at the beginning of your service? 

"I guess it would be the attitude of the people. People expect a lot and sometimes it turns into greed I'll be honest. That's about the
only thing. A long time ago my father told me, 'just listen and speak when you have to.' People say I'm soft spoken, which I probably am
but I don't realize it. "
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“In the long run, it all
works out. You listen

to people, you give
them an answer, they
may not like it but you
do your best. That’s all

you can do in life.”
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Left to right: Lloyd Shallenburger holds Beverly Buffalo Jones
Arthur Buffalo Sr. holds Lloyd Buffalo  

Above: Lloyd and his daughter Sara Chandler
Below: Lloyd and all of his siblings

Lloyd, and his wife Luann pose for
a family photo with their children
and some of their grandchildren

Left to right: Lloyds uncle Lester Clarkson, his father Arthur
Buffalo Sr. with Lloyd Buffalo in his youth. 



What's your greatest accomplishment during your time with the Quapaw Nation? 

"I did both of these while I was a member of the Business Committee. I was instrumental in the development of the first Indian Clinic in
Miami, Okla. Also, for the second one, I showed the grant writer for the Miami Clinic how to combine tribal funds to construct a new
clinic. I think it's a great accomplishment because it effects all of the Indian People in the area." 

Can you tell me about your upbringing?

"You need to understand, my father's experience and my own expand over 130 years. He was full-blood Quapaw and I'm very proud that
I'm one of the few remaining half Quapaw. I grew up in Miami, Commerce, and Galena, Kansas. I went to school in Commerce and Miami
for the first two years and I'll always remember when we moved to Commerce." 

During his time in Galena, Mr. Buffalo graduated as valedictorian in 1961, with perfect attendance. He received the Good Citizenship
award, Bamford Foundation certificate, and a full-ride to Joplin Junior College, now known as Missouri Southern State University. After
spending a semester at Joplin Junior College, he transferred to NEO A&M and graduated with a degree in industrial education. 

Personal accomplishments outside of work? 

"I just like to enjoy life. I'll be 78 in December. I guess this is an accomplishment; even though I'm a diabetic, I've kept myself in reasonably  
good physical condition. When I go to class reunions, which I haven't been in years because I haven't had any, I think I'm out of place. I see
people walking on canes and walkers I think hmm… My wife says, 'who's those old people?' But I get around real well."

What do you like to do in your free time? 

"I assisted my son-in-law in building a bedroom for his house this past Saturday and Sunday, they live right behind us, I helped them build
an 8-by-16 porch. I like to do that kind of work. I like to hunt, I like to fish, and like a lot of people I like to loaf too. I like to deer hunt
because I can go out to the woods all by myself and I don't care whether I see anything or not, just relaxation. That's my spare time."

Any other advice you'd like to share with the Quapaw Nation?

"My philosophy which I've always stood by; do not do for yourself what you wouldn't do for others. That's been a staple of my life."

Buffalo prepared a statement that gives insight to his family. He is proud of his family's accomplishments and what they have done within
and outside the Quapaw Nation. 

Lloyd wished to add the following: 

"I have been married twice and had seven children, two of which are deceased. I have 14 grandchildren and three great-grandchildren.
From my first marriage, I had four sons, which included triplet sons and one daughter. I've been married to my second wife, Luann, a
member of the Quapaw Nation, for 47 years. Luann raised the children from my first marriage as her own. Luann and I had a son and
daughter. My son Geoffrey is an ordained minister and Chaplin for a local hospice who conducts numerous funeral services for the local
Native American population and previously attended a Christian college in Springfield, Missouri. Jeremy, a veteran, has served as an
Army medic in Germany and Bosnia and is currently in the construction trades. My daughter Leslie, a graduate of NEO A&M, is now a
Reality Specialist for the Quapaw Nation. David is a parts manager for the local Chevrolet dealership. My daughter Sara is a graduate of
Oklahoma State University and presently Assistant Director of the Quapaw Nation Learning Center. 

I'm proud of the fact that my wife is a former Pow Wow princess. My granddaughter Lakyn is a two-time Pow Wow princess and a two-
time Tribal princess, and my daughter Sara is also a two-time Tribal princess. I'm also appreciative of the sacrifices in time all my family
had made when I was away on Tribal business during special events in their lives. I look forward to the continued success of the Nation in
all its future endeavors." 

During the interview, Mr. Buffalo reminisced about his family gathering for the holidays as a child. His mother would prepare large
portions of food while the children would sit and eat on the blankets. His father was a prime example of a full-blooded Indian, a quiet
individual who spoke only when needed and provided thoughtful answers after listening to the other parties. 
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We spent almost 24 hours traveling to get
to the capital, Santo Domingo. We stayed
in Santo Domingo for two days and
worked at an all-boys orphanage. At the
orphanage, we were divided into teams.
Some of us played with the boys, helped
in the kitchen, cleaned, or painted both
days. I was part of the painting crew and
helped with the kids' program we created
for the boys at the orphanage and the kids
at the villages.

QUAPAW  NATION
Sponsors
Mission

Trip to Dominican
Republic

By Caroline Harkins
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 On the fourth day, we traveled another
six hours to a village called Batey 1; this
was one of the poorest villages that we
went to. When I first went to the DR in
August of 2018, I met a baby there
named Ezekiel, and his family asked me if
I could take him back, which of course, I
couldn't, but this baby touched my heart.
So once I was finished with my group, I
started to look for him and found his
mom. Ezekiel's mother made one of the
older kids in the village go and get him
so we could see each other after three
years. 

The next day we split into three groups:
group one went to Batey 1 to finish
painting a house built in May, group two
went to another village called Bombita,
and group three went to a safe house that
housed trafficked and child-brides. I went
to the safe house, and there we set up a
basement as a classroom. I also went to
the store and helped clean and organize.
The safe house is funded almost entirely
off of the girls making jewelry.

On the sixth day, we had church in
Bombita, traveled back to
Santo Domingo, and had dinner with
the boys at the orphanage. I am truly
blessed to be able to get these amazing
opportunities to be a servant to God.
The pure joy that the Dominican people
have is astonishing because they have so
very little. There would have been no
possible way for me to be able to go
without the support of the tribe. I can't
thank the Quapaw Business Committee
enough for giving me this extraordinary
opportunity!9



By Rachel Cravens
Eagle Creek

Rates
 

 Rack Rate:
Weekday 9-hole $30
Weekday 18-hole $50

Weekend 18-hole $36  
Weekend 18-hole $60

 
Senior Rate:

Weekday 9-hole $28
Weekday 18-hole $38
Weekend 9-hole $32
Weekend 18-hole $38

 
Quapaw Nation members receive

half rate on weekends
 
 

10 Laura Rawlins & Keith Callery



Open to the public, Eagle Creek Golf Course is a part of Downstream Casino Resort, with a daily
shuttle
service from Downstream Casino. Eagle Creek is an 18-hole champion course superior to others in the
area, with a nine-hole option. Eagle Creek Golf Course is operated by superintendent Keith Callery
and under the new management of tribal member Laura Rawlins. Laura took over as Business
Operations Manager in June of this year.

"Since I've joined Eagle Creek, I've seen significant improvements and more to come in the future,"
said Rawlins. "We're looking to add more lush greens, new golf carts, and add several new
tournaments, events, and other discounts and promotions."

Before the Quapaw Nation purchased Eagle Creek in 2008, the course belonged to what once was
known as Loma Linda Golf Course, established in the 1970s. The course was once popular with many
homeowners and occupants residing in the then-thriving Loma Linda community. As the course and
homes in the Loma Linda area aged, newer, more extravagant courses opened in the area that drew
golfers away. With Quapaw Nation's purchase of Downstream came the opportunity to make the
course like new again. Eagle Creek is now bigger and better than ever since becoming a Downstream
Casino Resort property earlier this year. Guests can now relax at the hotel, eat and play in the casino,
and be shuttled over to Eagle Creek for a round of golf. The Bar and Grill are open daily, with a drink
service available for golfers out on the course. These amenities provide a one-stop shop for guests to
enjoy the entire day.

Currently, there are multiple tournaments scheduled. These include the Hot Links Tournament put
on by the City of Joplin, Mo., the Downstream Casino Player Development tournament, and the Okie
2-Man four-day tournament. Businesses and organizations who wish to schedule tournaments must
have a minimum of 50 golfers to schedule, and catering by Downstream Casino is available. However,
extensive group booking options are also available if the 50 person course minimum is not met. The
Ballroom is also available to rent for special private events and parties. These private events have the
option of being catered by Downstream Casino as well. Due to COVID-19, Eagle Creek's options have
not been as widely promoted as would typically be the case for a new property, but they are now
available to book for tournaments and events, so please see the Pro Shop for rates and current
promotions.

The Pro Shop opens for tee time at 8 a.m. Golf carts must be returned by 7 p.m. After daylight savings
time ends on November 7, the shop will open at 9 a.m. and close at 5 p.m. The bar and grill is also
available during the same hours. While still expanding the menu weekly, it already has full bar
access and the ability to make your mixed drink of choice. A beer cart that serves various beverages is
also available during certain hours and at different events. Check with Eagle Creek for more
information. Tribal members will receive a fifty percent discount on weekend rates for one round of
golf, and a golf cart is included. Proper golf attire is required. There is also a driving range available
for golfers who wish to work on their long drive game instead of playing a full round of golf. Golfers
can even work on their short game with the putting clock open daily. To schedule, check out the Eagle
Creek section at www.downstreamcasino.com
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Elder Spotlight
Sidney Victor Griffin

Last month, Quapaw tribal elder, Sidney Victor Griffin, was
honored when the 1958 Cameron State Agricultural College
baseball team was inducted into the Oklahoma Sports Hall of
Fame. Sid was a student at Cameron State in 1958, the same
year that the NJCAA sponsored their first Division 1 World
Series tournament in Miami, Okla. Cameron College had not
had a baseball team in 20 years, but the assembled players
represented a diverse group of individuals with unparalleled
enthusiasm and talent for the game. The school had a makeshift
baseball field, and the majority of the Cameron fans included
Quapaw tribal members and Sid’s family. With unrivaled
resolve, and Sid playing third base, the Cameron State Aggies
swept the qualifying games then secured the NJCAA 

By Marcia Johnson

World Series championship title against Northeastern Oklahoma A&M in a 9 to 6 win. The whole story is
memorable and filled with humor, determination, and pride.

At the beginning of Sid’s career as a Forester with the U.S. Forest Service, Sid played All-Star baseball in the
Northern California Semi-Pro League for four years. He then coached little league for many years at various
assigned duty stations throughout the State of California. 

Sid is the eldest grandson of Quapaw Chief Victor Griffin. His parents are Sidney Pierce Griffin, Sr. (deceased),
and Beatrice Joy Griffin (deceased). His siblings include Anna (Susie) Yoast, Bill Griffin (current Quapaw Cultural
Committee member), Raymond Griffin (deceased), and Emma Lou (Debbie) Griffin. He has been married to
Jacqueline (Jackie) Griffin for 62 years and has three daughters: Stacia Joy Hunter (deceased), Lisa Kaye
Whitney, and Marcia Lynne Johnson. His grandchildren include James Anthony Strong, who lives in Los Osos,
CA, and is a skilled sous chef and bartender; Rebecca Marie Whitney, a 2018 graduate from Tulane University
with a BS in Linguistics and BFA in Piano Performance. Rebecca is currently working on her Master’s Degree in
Native American Languages and Linguistics; Emily Elizabeth Whitney is a 2019 graduate from Boise State
University with a degree in Human Resource Management. Emily is currently working on a second
undergraduate degree in Computer Science; Pavin Mitchell Johnson, a Political Science major and a Senior at
UC Berkeley; and Wyatt Griffin Johnson, a Sophomore at Stanford University.
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CommunityCommunity
ParamedicParamedic

Last month, the Quapaw Post did a story on
the Quapaw Nation Fire and EMS
Department, serving Wyandotte, Quapaw,
and Miami, Okla. The department does
excellent at fulfilling the needs of the area,
but something was still missing. In 2019, an
idea was brought forth to add the
Community Paramedic, and at the beginning
of 2020, Quapaw Nation did just that. The
position is now held by Kyle Arnall, an
employee who has served the tribe for 12
years. 

Community paramedicine is a growing
service, especially in larger cities due to
many calls holding up time to get to life-
altering situations. “Some calls may be less
severe but still of concern that a licensed
paramedic can assess or even treat on-site. 

It is a very flexible, patient-centered program that
frees up a lot of time for patients by having the
ability to get treatment at home, and when it’s
convenient for them. ~ Kyle Arnall

"Most calls are to check blood pressure or glucose levels, sometimes bandaging up a wound or even to give
stitches,” says paramedic Kyle Arnall. "It is helpful to have some peace of mind without knowing that a hefty
ambulance bill will soon be on the way, especially for those without the luxury of health insurance." 

The Quapaw Nation’s community paramedic has been serving since 2020, making rounds to several homes a
day, around 60 non-emergency and 19 emergency calls on average per month. 

“I’m contracted through Bearskin Wellness Center out of Wyandotte, Okla, as well, so I’m sometimes tied up
with other patients and not available due to the high volumes of calls,” stated Kyle. “But, the Fire and EMS
services are readily available when I can’t be there.”  

Between the three Fire and EMS stations, there are always four trained employees on duty at each station to
assist if the need arises. Much gratitude to Quapaw Nation for these services easing the financial burden to
Quapaw Members and the community.

By Rachel Cravens
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Saracen was a leader of the Quapaw Tribe
during the removal period when the U.S.
government forced the Quapaw people to
move from Arkansas to Louisiana. He was
in good standing with the U.S.
Government due to his ability to speak
English and tales of his heroic deeds. He
was also an American-appointed chief;
however, he was not recognized as one
within the tribe because he did not have
hereditary claims to the title. 

According to legend, Saracen saved two white children from a Chickasaw raiding party. Upon
learning of the children’s abduction, Saracen vowed to return the children back, unharmed, to
their parents. Alone in the dead of night, Saracen found the raiding party’s location. He roared
the Quapaw War Cry and the Chickasaw fled, leaving the children behind. The tale of Saracen’s
heroism spread around present-day Arkansas and put him in good standing amongst the settlers. 

Saracen’s fame preceded him, put him in a favorable light with the settlers, and gained their
trust. He acted as a mediator between the Quapaw and the U.S. Government and negotiated
treaties between the two entities. 

By Austin Headlee

Saracens grave in St. Joseph's cemetery is located
in Pine Bluff, Arkansas. Though the spelling of his
name and date of death is historically inaccurate. 
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Saracen was the child of a Quapaw woman
and a French soldier. However, being part
white did not prevent him from experiencing
the same poverty levels as the rest of the
Quapaw and other Indian Tribes living in
Arkansas.

Despite receiving praise from settlers and
being appointed chief by the U.S.
government, he reluctantly ceded land and
left Arkansas during the removal period; a
time when settlers sought to remove the
Quapaw people from Arkansas in the 1820s.
Saracen helped collaborate and form a treaty
in 1824 that gave the Quapaw Tribe annuity
and land from the Caddo Tribe in Northern
Louisiana along the Red River. 

During their time on Caddo land, the Quapaw
Tribe experienced floods that destroyed their
crops and led to starvation. Saracen led a 
quarter of the tribe back to Arkansas to plea for a return to the territory. U.S. President John Quincy Adams
allowed the members to stay in Arkansas, but in return, they barred the Quapaw Tribe from purchasing land
with money obtained from the 1824 treaty. However, Saracen convinced the governor of the Arkansas
territory, George Izard, to let them buy agricultural implements. 

The rest of the tribe, led by Chief Heckaton, was allowed to move back in 1830 but could only do so along
the Arkansas River. The Quapaw Tribe finally received annuity payments in 1832 that had been denied eight
years following the 1824 treaty signing. During this time, the Quapaw Tribe remained in the swamps along
the Arkansas River. 

Although Saracen’s grave marks his death to be in 1832, he signed another treaty in 1833. The 1833 treaty
forced the Quapaw Tribe to relocate to the northeastern corner of Arkansas and present-day Oklahoma.
Saracen would later lead 300 Quapaw members back to the Red River in Louisiana, where the U.S.
Government sent the annuity payments. He eventually returned to Jefferson County, Arkansas, until his
death. While the date of his death is unknown, his death took place approximately between 1833 and 1839.

Reference:
Bandy, E. (n.d.). Saracen. Quapaw Nation. Retrieved October 5, 2021, from
https://www.quapawtribe.com/598/Saracen. 

Key, J. P. (2008, September 19). Sarasin (?–1832?). Encyclopedia of Arkansas. Retrieved October 5, 2021,
from https://encyclopediaofarkansas.net/entries/sarasin-1756/. 

With the treatiy of 1824, a line was drawn between what was now Quapaw
territory and that which belonged to the government. Above represents a Marker

of that line found in Little Rock Ark.  
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In observation of Halloween and fun, the Quapaw Post decided to look at the enigma known as Spook light. The area
has given the community something to talk about since the late 1800s, and those conversations have led to features in
several articles, magazines, television shows, and radio broadcasts.

What causes the light is a mystery. Scientific studies done by the Army Corp of Engineers and others haven’t figured out
the source conclusively. Still, they have all given opinions on escaping natural gas, car and sign reflections, and will-o’-
the-wisps, a luminescence created by rotting organic matter.

The light is known to change colors and has also been seen dividing into multiple different orbs. Other names include;
the Hornet Spook Light, Hollis Light, Tri-State Spook Light, and the Joplin Spook Light. Many of the names, as
mentioned above, are derived from the sightings often coming from the east.

Though many legends exist, one of the more famous stories was passed down from the Quapaw Nation. The story tells
of a native couple who could not be together, so they lept to their death on Spring River, and the light is their souls
rekindling. Another legend is said to be an injured minor that was decapitated in an accident, and the light is the lantern
he uses searching for his head. 

In the 1950s, a guide was published by Bob Loftin called “The Tri-State Spook Light.” It was essentially a tiny magazine
sold for 25 cents a copy. The guide contained ads, photos, maps to the Spook Light, stories from various people who
had encountered the Spook Light, and news articles from sources all over the country. A copy of one of the guides is
available for view at the Joplin, Mo. library.

Waylan’s Ku-Ku in Miami, Okla. has given out copies of a map to the Spook Light for years and a copy of an article
published by Velma Nieberding in the Miami News-Record from Sunday, May 9, 1965. The article discusses topics such
as a museum run by Arthur Meadows called Spooksville and its location. Legends and theories of the Spook Light plus
studies done were also included in the article.

Many have ventured to the Spook light, hoping to catch a glimpse, only to be let down. Still, countless tourists from all
over the country make the trip year-round. Whether Spook Light is a natural occurrence or a paranormal one, we may
never know. 

By Rachel Cravens
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The History ofThe History ofThe History of
Hoffman MansionHoffman MansionHoffman Mansion

By Rachel Cravens

Hoffman mansion has been the cause of rumor and speculation within Ottawa county for decades. Those
speculations have carried over to making the property an attraction to even those outside of these
boundaries. 

Today, not much stands of the original property aside from the cemetery. The mansion itself had spent years
decaying and picked apart by vandals before the family asked the late Ed Rodgers to demolish it. John
Rodgers says his grandfather buried it in the old pool. The old property now has a new house on it, but this
does little to dissuade would-be trespassers from trying to gain access to it. 

The Quapaw Post sat down with Quapaw tribal member Jean Ann (Ramsey) Lambert to find the history of
Hoffman mansion. 
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Geneva Ramsey and Benjamin Quapaw Agnes Quapaw in 1926

Hoffman
Mansion

Circa.
1942
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"My grandmother, Agnes Track and Benjamin Quapaw were married in January of 1921. They resided on
Benjamin's farm that was located on part of his land allotment east of Quapaw," said Jean Ann.

Benjamin's farm was described as a good, complete, well-equipped farm home in an interview with the
Quapaw Indian Agency in 1921. 

"The farm included a large frame house, barn, garage, sheds, and a water system," Jean Ann continued. 

"There was also a Native American church roundhouse and sweat lodge on the property. Agnes's mother Anna,
often referred to as grandma Slagle, hosted a memorial meeting every year on April 15, in honor of John
Wilson, better known as Moonhead. When her fireman died, she couldn't run the meeting by herself anymore,
so she gave it to the Lookout family from the Osage to continue. The Lookout family still hosts this meeting
every year." Continued Jean Ann.

Agnes was much younger than Benjamin, being approximately 20 years of age when they wed. 
Benjamin and Agnes had one daughter, Jean Ann Quapaw in 1922. The birth of their daughter also marked the
first expansion of the property. Benjamin died May 28, 1926, just five years after his marriage to Agnes. Agnes
would go on to mary Henry Hoffman, Sr. later that year.

In 1928, Agnes and Henry built a permanent house in Miami, Okla., utilizing the old farmstead as a summer
house. Their new property had six bedrooms, five bathrooms and several amenities, including a sunroom. The
sunroom had a mural from Charles Bank Wilson on all four walls.  

A second expansion to the country home [Hoffman mansion] took place in 1936.

"The house included five bedrooms and bathrooms in addition to a kitchen, formal dining and living room.
There was also an ice cream parlor that had a soda fountain countertop and stools, and a couple of booths,"
stated Jean Ann. 

The swimming pool was located behind the
main house. The pool had two diving boards,
with men and women bathhouses on the
south side of the pool. A tennis court was
located south of the bathhouses, and a guest
house was across from the main house on the
west side.

Just across the driveway of the main
house is a family cemetery. One of the
old ghost stories focuses on the "two
bears," but Jean Ann says there was
only one and the bear's name was
Peggy.

"Peggy's den was in front of the
cemetery," Jean Ann remarked.
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"West of the cemetery was a garage and gas pump," said jean Ann. "Beside the garage was the coach house
that stored some saddles, carriages, and buggies etc. There was also a large cookhouse, connected to the
mainhouse by a screened-in breezeway, that included a large BBQ pit with a few tables and several benches."

"The big barn was located west of the main house in front of the racetrack," Jean Ann continued. "It had
about six stalls with sliding doors. Henry had standardbred horses that were kept in this big barn. Northwest
of the big barn was a smaller horse barn that had a row of horse stalls, a saddle room, and an area for the
blacksmith. A caretaker house was also located northeast of the horse barn." 

For years, the only thing other than the cemetery remaining was the old caretaker house, but that was
demolished when the family cleared the land. 

The current inhabitants of the property are family members to Jean Ann, and they hope those that wish to
see the old mansion location understand their need for privacy. 

"Even though there's a home there, and the land has been cleared, a few people that have heard various
stories still try and trespass on our private property," said Jean Ann.

Several media outlets have embellished stories of an orphanage and an ax-wielding man that murders children
on the property throughout the years. Reports of a little girl in a swing and mysterious fires are just a few
more of these wild and outlandish tales. Of course, many of us heard these tales growing up, but that comes
from a lack of understanding of the true history. 

According to an article from the Miami News-Record, there was a point when the residence was being made
into a disadvantaged boy's home in 1981. Perhaps it was, as this would explain the marked graves of children
in the cemetery better than the old ghost tales, but not much evidence could be found in that regard.  

The Quapaw Post thanks Jean Ann for so graciously providing us with the history of Hoffman mansion. 

No Trespassing signs mark the site where the mansion used to stand.
To the right, you can see the graveyard fence.
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QUAPAW, Okla. (October 1, 2021) - Quapaw High
School hosted their annual Native American football
game last Friday night. Players wore a special red and
blue jersey provided by Quapaw Nation. 

Various booths were set up by Quapaw Nation
departments and staff to display services offered.
Quapaw Nation princess Kristal Glass performed The
Lord’s Prayer with Indian sign language. Native songs
and dances were performed with Sonny Glass
translating what the dances and various regalia
convey. 

Members of the business committee came to show
support. They were honored with a school helmet for
all of the generous donations Quapaw Nation has
given throughout the years, which include; a school
resource officer, remodeled the gym floors and
locker rooms, two scoreboards, uniforms and
equipment, and a digital sign for the road. Quapaw
Nation has also provided food, security cameras and
IT support. 

“We appreciate all of Quapaw Nation’s generosities,
always helping students and staff with projects and
education. We hope to have more joint ventures in
the future.” Remarked Quapaw Superintended David
Carriger.

QUAPAW HIGH SCHOOL HOSTS ANNUALQUAPAW HIGH SCHOOL HOSTS ANNUALQUAPAW HIGH SCHOOL HOSTS ANNUAL
NATIVE AMERICAN FOOTBALL GAMENATIVE AMERICAN FOOTBALL GAMENATIVE AMERICAN FOOTBALL GAME

By Rachel Cravens
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(Above) - Superintendent David Carriger with BC members Michelle
Newton, Callie Bowden, Lloyd Buffalo, and Jeremy Olsen

Left to right - Everett Bandy, Henry Ellick, Blayden Stand, and Joey
Giveswater

Members of Quapaw Nation and Staff were in attendance to show their
support.
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SARACEN CASINO
WALKTHROUGH

By John E Rodgers

 

Construction began on Saracen Casino and Resort in August of 2019, but the vision from Quapaw Nation came
long before that date. 

Just four years before construction began, Quapaw Nation sought to purchase a tract of approximately 160 acres
of land near Little Rock, but they were met with several bumps in the road.

Pulaski County Judge Barry Hyde had been an open critic of the tribe's land-into-trust application from the start.
In an interview with the Arkansas Democrat-Gazette, Pulaski County Judge Barry Hyde offered his opinion.

 “Because there was no follow-up, I assumed that it wasn’t a serious offer,” asserted Judge Hyde

 Quapaw Nation at the time had vowed not to build a gaming property if approved, but opposition to the
acquisition cited the battle in Kansas as a reason not to trust that statement. A previous land-into-trust
application for 124 acres located in Kansas also made no mention of gaming. However, the tribe had changed its
stance later and proposed a $15 million expansion to their Downstream Casino property. Quapaw Nation would
again do the same in Arkansas as it joined two other tribal nations in the 2018 gaming initiative.
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Fast forward several years, fervent lobbying, a six
million dollars' investment, victory in the gaming
initiative, along with securing a gaming license, Saracen
Development LLC, a subsidiary of Quapaw Nation,
began the massive $350 million project. Although the
tribe eventually did buy that property in the port, a
location in Pine Bluff, Ark., was chosen for Saracen,
named for the government appointed Quapaw chief, to
come home. 

Originally slated to be completed by the spring of 2020,
COVID-19 played a role in several delays. Equipment
and material were in high demand and short supply.
Spring turned into summer, and summer passed into
fall. July also saw a change in leadership as Quapaw
Nation chose Chairman Joseph T. Byrd and Secretary-
Treasurer Guy Barker over incumbents John Berrey and
Tamara Smiley-Reeves to lead them into the next
decade.

"Witnessing the progress of Saracen Casino has been
nothing short of remarkable," said Chairman Byrd.

Proving the stability of the new Quapaw Nation
leadership became the next order of business, as
investors were wary of a change so close to opening.
Some were convinced that former Chairman John
Berrey was Chief for life. There was concern from the
community of Pine Bluff as well. Would Saracen still
open? Would the Quapaw Nation sell the property?
Rumors and misinformation swelled around what could
happen.

"I look forward to what the future holds for the entire
Saracen Casino Resort," Byrd continued. 

The previous leadership of Quapaw Nation had a vision
for the future of their people. Many of those dreams
were realized during their tenure in office, and the
Quapaw Nation's reputation grew. Quapaw Nation was
one of the largest employers in the four-state area
before the change-up, but that landscape was getting
ready to grow again. With new leadership coming in,
the transition understandably made some nervous.

Members of the Quapaw Nation Business Committee
brought in Chris Samples to help with the construction
project. They also had assistance from Carlton Saffa,
who had been with the project since before Saracen
received a gaming license in June 2019.
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Matt Harkness and Jim Burns joined the Saracen team officially in October of 2020 as the General Manager (GM) and
Chief Financial Officer (CFO). Mr. Harkness, GM of the property, has over forty years of experience in gaming, including
over twenty as a GM. In that time, he has worked in Atlantic City, Las Vegas, and Saipan, a US territory in the Pacific. Jim
Burns, CFO, has seventeen years' experience in gaming as a CFO with more than two years' experience in a dual role as
CFO and GM. Considering his introduction to Indian Country in a tribal administrator role, Mr. Burns has nineteen years'
experience in Indian Country, including positions in Arizona, Michigan and Texas. The team still needed several pieces put
into place, but Saracen's leadership immediately began to fill those voids. The next challenge would be to open the
property. 

Opening of Saracen

Saracen Casino's grand opening took place on October 20, 2020. A few days before the grand opening, the facility held
soft openings for local leadership, press, vendors, and the staff of Saracen. 

"I have been to some casino openings over the past twenty years that have had some significant issues; that was not the
case here," remarked Vice-Chairwoman Bowden. "Operationally, everything went very smooth. It ran as if we didn't miss a
beat, and I am very thankful to the hard-working staff that worked the late hours and nights during a mask-mandated
pandemic to ensure that the Saracen Casino opening was such a success. Everyone pulled together the last few weeks
and really made it happen."

“We hit the ground running,”
recalled Saffa. “Unlike the fourth
casino license, Pope County,
Saracen’s application for a license
was approved without any
controversy and work began
literally that very afternoon. Less
than four months after licensure,
we were live with 300 slot
machines at the smaller property,
the Saracen Annex, and we began
to build our brand and our
database.”

Matt Harkness - GMJim Burns - CFO Carlton Saffa - CMO
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"I believe we are the first Tribal Nation to open up
a casino in the middle of a pandemic,"  said Guy
Barker, secretary-treasurer of Quapaw Nation. 

With the property open, and a connection within
the community taking shape, the investors still
seemed skeptical. The goal was to gain their
confidence. Now that Saracen had the community
backing and the numbers were showing a
significant Return on Investment (ROI), the priority
for the Casino’s leadership team shifted to earning
the trust of those that were still hesitant. 

"It was impossible to know what to expect out of this property," said Barker. "We were opening the only purpose
built casino in the state and we were doing it during a world-wide health crisis. But we weren’t determined not to
fail, we were determined to blow people away."

An Inside Look

Recently, we visited the property to gather
pictures for this story. However, we also wanted to
speak to the employees and gain an understanding
of how Saracen affects the lives of those team
members and the community as a whole. 

The outside of Saracen still lacks in initial appeal as
construction awaits the next step, but the inside is
an entirely different story. 

As you enter the property, the walls are adorned
with glass cases of Quapaw Nation artist Betty
Gaetdke's work. Down the left corridor, you will
find the Q Club office, where patrons may sign up
for a Q Card to join the casino’s Q Rewards
system. If you head to the right, you will enter a
food court providing a choice of four different
food outlets. 

The approximately 80,000 square foot gaming
floor is massive and beautiful, and directly in the
center, you'll find the Crossroads bar. The bar itself
is well designed; its U-shape allowing bartenders to
work a greater area and provide better service to
their patrons. Edellya Daniels, a bartender at the
Crossroads, has been with Saracen since opening.
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Crossroads bar has become a weekend hotspot for
the community, and you won't find open space in it
very often on Fridays and Saturdays. On the other
side of the Crossroads bar is the table games pit,
which showcases 35 table games. To the left of table
games, at the back of the casino, you’ll find a large
poker room as well. 

A common theme around the property was that
Saracen is the leading contributing force in rebuilding
the community. It is partially because Saracen is
among the state's largest employers, and because
there are few leisure activities available in Pine Bluff,
Ark. aside from Saracen.

“For many in Pine Bluff, the old days were brighter
than today,” Saffa reflected. “That is, until the
Quapaw Nation made news in Arkansas with the
largest one-time tourism investment in the state’s
history. Saracen means jobs and optimism for a
community in need. For the Nation, it represents a
major accomplishment, as Saracen is one of only a
handful of Native-owned commercial casinos in
existence."

"Saracen has done so
much for me. I just had
my fourth child [three

months ago] and needed
a bigger vehicle. In the

past year, I've been able
to get financed for a new
vehicle and a house. My
last employer didn't even

have benefits."
~ Edellya Daniels
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The entire population of Arkansas is estimated to be
around three million people. According to census records,
the capital of Little Rock has a population of 197,000 as of
2021. To put that into perspective, the entire population of
Oklahoma is approximately 3.97 million. Pine Bluff,
Arkansas, has seen a 35% reduction in its population in the
last handful of years. Most of that can be attributed to a
decrease of jobs brought on by a plant leaving town. When
Saracen opened, it was as if new air had been breathed into
the lungs of a dying community.

"Saracen is bringing jobs to the people," said Maranda
Pittman. Pittman joined Saracen once the table games
department was established and brought six years of
experience to the Casino. "I moved from Mississippi to Hot
Springs after the pandemic, because my previous employer
was moving us all to part-time. We're always hiring. It's
better for the community, because the economy was stagnant before."

If you are looking for some good food, Saracen offers four different outlets, with seven distinctive menus.
Legends Bar and Grill's menu is modeled after Downstream Casino's grill of the same name. There are a few
different options, however. If you prefer to spice things up a bit, Nashville Hot Chicken Wraps can fulfill that
need. You can also look forward to meeting some of the excellent bar staff, who were all very pleasant and
constantly smiling. 

"There's something for the community to do now," Angela Howard offered. Howard transferred to bartending from
kitchen utility five months ago. "Bring in the Casino, restaurants, and you bring jobs. You also give the people a place to
get some entertainment in this small community."

Table Games Dual Rate Maranda Pittman

"The benefits and pay here are great,” Beatrice Johnson told the Quapaw
Post. “I live in Little Rock, and I have customers stop me all the time to
talk. It’s good to know that we provide a service to the community and
that service is recognized with a smile.”

Left to right - Bartenders Angela
Howard and Beatrice Johnson
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Although closed when we were on the property, the buffet is breathtaking. The
$50 fee might seem high to some, but in larger casino venues the price is typical
when accounting for the items served, including all-you-can-eat crab legs. The
buffet also has a bar to serve alcoholic beverages. 

All of the options mentioned are, of course, in addition to the nearly 2,300 slot
machines. If that seems like a high number of slots, it is. In comparison,
Downstream Casino currently has approximately 1,600 slots on its floor. The
market is growing, and Saracen is taking every bit of that market allowed. 

“Of the three casinos in Arkansas, two are located in the Little Rock area," said
Matt Harkness. "This Central Arkansas section of the state has the highest
population. Within six months of opening, Saracen has become the market leader
in this region.”

"Saracen has made a great impact on me and my family, not only in the fact that I
can support my family, but also because it allows me to be a role model within the
community," expressed CJ Branch, a day one Slot Manager for Saracen Casino. 

Another employee from the same department has worked her way up through
hard work, grit, and determination. 

"I started as a slot tech and three weeks later I was promoted. Six months after
that, I received another promotion," said Latonya Davis

Saracen Development LLC. has also begun to bring other things to the
community. A new station for Fire, EMS, and Law Enforcement in Pine Bluff, Ark.
was recently funded by Quapaw Nation, living up to a promise previously made to
help rebuild the community. While there are many more steps to take in that area,
it's clear the community feels a renewed confidence in Saracen moving forward.

CJ Branch & Latonya Davis
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So what do the numbers tell us?

It was recently announced that two of the largest credit rating agencies in North America (Moody's and S&P)
issued a credit rating increase for Saracen Casino and Resort. Both increases came on the same day, something
not typically seen throughout the industry.

"We are thrilled two such respected credit rating agencies like Moody's and S&P saw the need to upgrade our
rating on the same day. This rating upgrade sends a strong message that our Saracen gaming operation is
performing well and confidence exists in our ability to service debt," declared Chairman Byrd. "Moody's and
S&P based their decisions on factors like our handling of the COVID-19 crisis, the financial solvency of our
business and our superiority in the Arkansas gaming market. This rating upgrade and the confidence it
represents serves Quapaw Nation citizens well, along with the citizens of Pine Bluff and Jefferson County. This
is fantastic news as we continue to strengthen our partnerships within the community." 

The credit rating from Moody's Investor Service saw an upgrade of Saracen’s Corporate Family Rating and the
$285 million senior secured notes that are due in 2025 from a Caa1 to a B3. The Profitability of Default Rating
increased to a B3-PD, up from a Caa1-PD.

The upgrade from S&P Global (S&P) shared a similar outlook. S&P upgraded their credit rating of Saracen from
'CCC' to a 'B-'while also improving the issue-level rating on Saracen's secured notes to a 'B-'as well. Both
Moody's and S&P Global recognized Saracen operating above expectations in terms of EBITDA as reasons for
the upgrades.

"A double credit rating upgrade on the same day by the world's two largest credit rating agencies is impressive
on its own merits," said Baker. "But twin upgrades for a tribal entity is entirely unprecedented. The factors
leading to the increased rating for Saracen from both Moody's and S&P indicate increased confidence in both
our financial performance and outlook from the biggest and most respected financial institutions in the
country. This rating increase is external validation of our dedicated efforts to eliminate debt and is
confirmation of our increased ability to do so."

The full article and the rating increase reports can be found in the cited link at the end of this article, courtesy
of globalnewswire.com. 

Saracen might not have been blessed with the perfect time to open, and there's still plenty of construction
projects to complete; however, the staff they've got is excellent and seems to have quite the team of leaders
to back them up. Did we mention the food? Yes, the food is phenomenal also, we can't forget that. To sum it
up, they're absolutely crushing expectations down at Saracen. Quapaw Nation has found another diamond in
the rough, and she's starting to shine. 

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/09/23/2302553/0/en/Quapaw-Nation-s-Saracen-
Casino-Resort-receives-credit-rating-upgrades-from-both-Moody-s-and-S-P-Global.html contributed to this
article
The Associated Press contributed to this article
Joplin Globe contributed to this article
Indianz.com contributed to this article
Arkansas Democrat Gazette contributed to this article
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K-9 Ron
Employee Retirement K-9 Officer Ron retired in September

after working for Quapaw Nation since
January 2015, with handler and best
buddy Tim Reeves. Ron specializes in
ignitable liquids, also known as
accelerants. He has assisted numerous
Native American tribes and many cases
with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms, and Explosives. Ron has put
numerous criminals behind bars for
their crimes, even considered an expert
witness. Ron’s pay-off for a job well
done is his favorite toy called a kong,
which is essentially a rubber toy with a
hole in the middle that treats can be put
into for dogs who like to chew.

“Our morning routine starts with the
alarm clock going off, I take Ron
outside, then off to work," said Reeves.
“Now that Ron is staying home instead
of going to work with me, Ron is
confused.”

Ron was purchased by Quapaw Nation
in 2014 at two and a half years of age
and was the second dog in Oklahoma to
specialize in ignitable liquids. From 2019
to earlier this year, Ron was the only
dog with his specialty in the state. One
of his most significant accomplishments
was testifying in court against a man
who was found guilty of starting a fire in
a double homicide case. Ron testifies in
court by his handler demonstrating
different fire scenarios and letting the K-
9 find the location of the accelerant in
the burnt item displayed.

By Rachel Cravens

“When the harness
went on, he knew it
was time for work.”
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“Ron was originally a seeing-eye dog and flunked out because he pulled too hard,” Reeves chuckled.
“Bullock K-9’s bought him off of the seeing-eye Kennel and trained him in accelerants.”

It appears Ron was destined to do bigger things and accelerants were his calling. In 2016 Ron became
certified in tracking and trailing. With Ron’s loving and work-motivated personality, this was a great
addition to his work profile. Tracking and trailing is used to find missing persons, whether they are an
elderly person with dementia who forgot their way home or a missing child. Upon meeting new
people, Ron will sniff their feet because that is how he is trained to track. Even off the job, Ron puts
himself on duty. 

Ron would often be taken to area elementary schools for different programs and show and tell to
teach the kids about what Ron’s job was. Tim would go on to say that Ron, as well as himself, had
helped a lot of children get past the fear of dogs. It was a rewarding experience to see a child who was
once afraid of Ron be so eager to see him as they grew. In photos of Ron with the school children, it
shows how much Ron loved the attention, maybe even more than the children. 

“I would hear a thousand dog stories but I loved it anyway,” said Reeves. 
This October, Ron turned ten years old and is starting to have some health issues common for a dog
his age. Every year the K-9 would be required to re-certify on his specialties. Ron would always certify
at 100 percent, but this year he scored a 93 when testing. Rather than risk Ron missing crucial
evidence and possibly affecting his health, Tim Reeves and the Marshal’s department decided it was
best for Ron to retire. K-9 Ron’s dedication and love for his job helped serve justice and made many
happy. Best wishes on your retirement K-9 Officer Ron. May your days be filled with car rides and a
lot of playtime with your kong toy.
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Ha-we,

Our team would like to express our appreciation for your continued support of the Quapaw Post. In January of 2021, Quapaw
Nation was left with a void to fill as valued Public Relations [PR] Director, Anna Mckibben, went to work closer to home.
Anna had served as the PR Director for several years. In that time, she had poured herself into her work, helping all tribal
members gain insight into Quapaw Nation and its involvement throughout the surrounding communities.

There was a vision to expand communications within the tribe, and with that vision, several ideas floated around. The first
step was to outsource the newsletter, but after several months, it became clear that a different route would need to be taken.
Two things happened in May, with the first being the creation of the Quapaw Post website. In the middle of the month,
Chairman Byrd asked if John E Rodgers could create something for the candidates in the upcoming election. With those
simple actions, the Quapaw Post was born. We're now five months into our first year, and though there have been some
bumps in the road, we're starting to hit our stride.

Recently, we've added two Quapaw Nation Tribal members to the team. Rachel Cravens has a marketing degree from NEO
and had previously worked with the Grants department on the government side of Quapaw Nation. Austin Headlee joins the
[Quapaw] Post after obtaining a Master's degree in Communications from Northeastern State University. Previously, Austin
served as Editor and also as a staff writer for The Northeastern.  The Quapaw Post is thankful to have them both as we learn
and grow within this department.

In this edition, we also had two guest writers for the Quapaw Post. Caroline Harkins received a $500 donation from Quapaw
Nation, which she used to help sponsor her mission trip. Marcia Johnson contributed the Elder Spotlight article on Sidney
Victor Griffin. We thank them and everyone else that contributed to this issue. Community engagement is essential and is
the overall goal for our team. While the Quapaw Post accepted these submissions, please understand that we can not accept
everything, nor can we guarantee a request will be in the following issue once accepted.  We also ask that all new births and
passings that you wish to be shared in the future are sent to us.    

This department is in its infancy, but we are committed and driven to deliver the best and most accurate news to members of
Ogahpah Nation. We hope you enjoyed this issue of the Quapaw Post. Stay tuned - the best is yet to come.

Best Regards,
The Quapaw Post
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